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FROM THE CHAIR
I met a few people whom I know from bridge out this week, in a
shopping mall and a coffee shop, and realised how much I, and I
am sure others, miss live bridge. Yes, we are playing BBO, many of
us, so ‘chat’ with the typing, and others on RealBridge, where we
can see each other and talk. Not quite the same though and we
know from the Links’ Saturday afternoons that the lower sections
enjoy the contact with others – the tea and the winning is a sideline
not thought about.
COVID vaccinations have started now, but I guess it will be a while
before our bridge population will all be done and clubs can re-open.
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Now to the three C’s: Cheating, Competition and Concentration.
Cheating: I can’t believe that we are still hearing about this
happening on BBO! Whatever happened to integrity and fair play?
There are no prizes awarded in smaller BBO events and not a huge
amount in bigger competitions, so why cheat to attain a result that
one does not deserve? I don’t get it.
Competition: I still receive phone calls from players who are

nervous to enter events.
“Can I play to time? Will I remember to self alert? Will BBO boot me off while I’m in the event?
Undo’s no longer permissible – will I still do this and cost our partnership?”
I suggest keep practising with casual games and treat them as if you are in a competition, i.e. don’t be
too slow, use self alert and claim. Another good tip is to ensure your convention card is up-to-date and
contains the conventions you’re currently playing.
Concentration: I am always disappointed when one mistake, usually in Teams matches, causes a lot
of IMPS to change sides. For example, the opponents make an easy 4 Spades contract, but I only get 9
tricks, forgetting I had left one small trump out. It is still wise to plan one’s play carefully before
playing from the dummy at Trick 1. It is a momentary loss of attention that can be costly. Do not be
tempted to check one’s cellphone for messages while playing! Concentrate on the matter in hand – the
cards!

That’s it for the moment – enjoy your bridge and like so many of us, be grateful that we have BBO and
RealBridge to keep us going in these difficult times.

Yours in bridge,

If you have news or articles you’d like to see
featured in future issues of The Bridge
Bulletin, please send them to the editor at
nicky@chasingdreamspublishing.com


SAWBA GAUTENG LADIES’ RESULTS
by Deirdre Ingersent

Firstly, let me say what a marathon of bridge this was; five continuous days of Teams Bridge! It was
superbly well organised by the Gauteng duo of Lotte Sorensen and Robert Stephens. Their attention
to detail in all the information they put out is amazing and their patience in dealing with problems,
never-ending!
Secondly, top Gauteng ladies did very well in this event.
In the Interprovincial Event, the “A” Section was won by Gauteng’s Bev Hewitt, Trish Crosse, Peta
Balderson, and Jenny Gautschi. Many congratulations!
In the Pairs Event, we had many pairs who qualified for the “A” Section and the results show how
challenging the cards were with the winning pair not close to 60%! The following Gauteng players are
to be congratulated on their fine finishing positions:
2nd – Nicky Bateman & Tas Nestoridis 55.04%
5th – Jenny Gautschi & Peta Balderson 54.63%
6th – Anne Visser & Susanne Braatvedt 52.38%
7th – Sheila Francis & Sandy Wentzel 52.30%
9th – Jenny Foaden & Renée Kenny 51.71%
11th – Delys Shephard & Hélène Roberts 51.17%
In the “B” Section, Myrna Suttner and Andrea Goldblatt were awarded 6th place with 53.42%.
Altogether there were 90 pairs in this competition, a far larger entry than is ever received live!

The Teams Event attracted 24 teams and Gauteng provided a third of these. Again, it was Gauteng’s
top players who kept the provincial flag flying high!
“A” Championship Section
The winners were the Foaden Team – Jenny Foaden, Renée Kenny, Kit Gilmour and Helen Kruger.
Runners-Up Nestoridis Team – Tas Nestoridis, Nicky Bateman, Val Bloom and Maureen Holroyd.
4th Place Hewitt Team – Bev Hewitt, Trish Crosse, Peta Balderson and Jenny Gautschi.
“B” Grade Congress Section
The winners of this (so in 9th Place overall) were the Child Team – Chris Child, Desiree Pieters, Diana
Balkin, Sharon Izerel, Roz Bernstein and Sharon Lang.
Also commended, with 13th place overall, the Shephard Team – Delys Shephard, Hélène Roberts,
Diana Westcott, Anne Marie Waterman, Ann Worthington and Janet Colebank.

And my personal observations? A lot of bridge and most of the time I didn’t play well, but it was
enjoyable, a good learning experience and I will be doing it again! I have made new BBO friends too!
An Important P.S. to this article:
It has been agreed by Bev Hewitt (our SAWBA Organiser in Gauteng) and the Gauteng Bridge Union
Committee that we would not hold trials for the Interprovincial Section of a forthcoming SAWBA
Congress, but use the results of the most recent SAWBA Teams Event to determine which team would
represent us in the A, B, and C sections. In the past, entries have been received for the “A” Section, but
few, if any, for the “B” and none for the “C”. Therefore it was agreed to use this 10 Session Team Event
to draw up the Gauteng Teams.
It will be interesting to see if the annual SAWBA Congress remains an online event…


PLAYING TEAMS VS. PLAYING PAIRS
by Diana Balkin
I would like to start out by thanking Rob Stephens and Lotte Sorensen for organizing so many of our
BBO events. Many of us would not have survived the COVID19 lockdown without having BBO.
Presently, many of you are only playing in Pairs events and are probably unaware of an exciting
alternative type of tournament bridge called Teams. Unfamiliarity with this option should not be a
barrier for you to enjoy this format of the game.

In the article below, I hope to be able to explain the difference between playing Pairs (Match Points)
and Teams (IMPS).
There are two main forms of duplicate bridge.
1) Pairs: you and your partner compete against other pairs – all of whom play the same hands.
Pairs events are scored by Match Points (MP). You win 2 MPs for each pair whose score you
beat and 1 MP for each pair you tie with. The pair with the most MPs wins. You win the same
number of Match Points whether you beat other pairs by 10 points, for example by making 10
tricks in 3NT you get +430 whereas other pairs making 10 tricks in hearts or spade get + 420,
or by 1300 points if you double your opponents and earn +1700 while everyone else plays in
3NT earning +400.
2) Teams: you and your partner team up with another pair to form a team which can comprise of
4 or 6 players (2 or 3 partnerships) Bear in mind that only 2 pairs can play against the
opposing team’s 2 pairs while (if your team does have a third pair) that pair will have to sit out
and play in a later match.
Your partnership then plays against a pair from the opposing team while your teammates play
against the other pair. You and Partner will sit N/S and the opponent pair will sit E/W while at
the other table your partners will sit E/W (the opposite direction to you) and their opponents
will sit N/S (the same direction as you).
At the end of the match, your scores are compared and added together. The sum will be
converted to IMPS (International Match Points). If the sum of your score and your teammates’
is positive you will win Match Points and the larger the sum, the more points you win. The size
of the win is therefore very important playing teams compared with pairs. There is a table of
how to convert your score to IMPS that is available to all players.
There is a very definite strategy attached to playing the teams game and those you who are familiar
with playing Rubber bridge will soon realize that the strategy is very similar.
TEAMS

PAIRS

Play safe for your contract. Go for overtricks only when
you are not risking the contract.

Take reasonable chances to make overtricks if you are in
a reasonable contract

Bid the safest game or slam, not the highest scoring ones
i.e. it’s ok to be in a minor suit game rather than NT or a
Major suit game

Bid 50% games. Prefer to play in Major suit or NT
contracts because they score more.

Be aggressive when bidding game contracts, particularly
if you are vulnerable. This is because the bonus for
bidding game will translate into a high number of imps if
you are correct

Be careful about making close game tries. Minus scores
usually earn few Match Points.

Compete aggressively for the part-score but not as much
as you would in pairs. If you are doubled a big penalty
will translate into the loss of many IMPS

Compete aggressively for the part-score. Rarely let the
opponents play at the 2 level.

Do not double unless you are very certain. Particularly if
you double a part score and the contract makes, you
could be doubling the opponents into game

Double aggressively particularly if the opponents are
vulnerable Remember that plus 200 is good while minus
200 is bad

Take risks in defense to beat their contract

Avoid giving up overtricks

Try to maximise positive swings and minimize negative
swings

Try to maximise the number of pairs that you beat on
each hand and avoid negative scores

Many consider pairs to be the most difficult form of scoring. This is because every trick counts equally
and it is often unclear what the goal is. Sometimes you need to beat the contract to get a good score
and sometimes just avoiding overtricks will earn you a good score. As mentioned, teams is more like
rubber bridge where overtricks are not very important and the goals are clear. Beat your opponent’s
contract, bid all your games and slam contracts and always aim to get to the safest contract. Avoid
risky actions which can lead to big minus scores. Teams is a very exciting format and the strategy is
actually easier for most players to follow as most of you will have been taught rubber bridge (or
BONE) scoring.
I would like to strongly encourage you to try it out. If you don’t have teammates, the organizers will be
happy to pair you up with another pair of similar playing strength. Teams is also a very sociable
format as you play more hands against each opponent and, in addition, you can discuss where you did
well and where you went wrong with your teammates at the end of the game.
About the Author:
Diana Balkin is a top player who has represented South Africa.


THE BRIDGE LOUNGE
by Jeff Sapire

This week’s hand has some interesting points in both the bidding and the play. Before you look at the
diagram, cover up the East/West cards and think about how you would play 6S on the lead of a small
spade to East’s ace and a spade back, West discarding a heart. A clue would be – Two Bites at the
Cherry.
South
1
2
5 (2)
6 (4)

North
2
4NT (1)
5 (3)
6

Opening Lead: 5

Bidding:
Once South chose to rebid spades, North went straight into
Keycard Blackwood (1). This version of Blackwood is
something that all serious partnerships should adopt – it is
simply light years ahead of ordinary Blackwood. It’s like
comparing the car you drive now to the one you drove in the early 70’s - it got you from A to B, but
what a difference! Keycard has 5 key cards – the 4 aces plus the king of the agreed trump suit - here

the response of 5 showed 1 or 4 key cards. 5 was another wonderful tool in KC, asking for the
trump queen. With a key card missing, North needed to discover if partner held that card, because
without it slam would have been a poor proposition. The response of 6 showed the queen of spades
and the king of diamonds, so North bid 6.
Play:
Singleton trump leads are not usually recommended, but it turned out quite effectively here when
East took the ace and returned the suit. Now, with only 11 tricks (5 trumps, 1 heart, a heart ruff in
dummy, and 2 winners in each of clubs and diamonds) the 12th trick had to come from one of the
minors.
Declarer timed the hand to perfection – instead of relying on the diamond finesse (a 50-50 chance),
he won the spade return, played a heart to the ace and then played ace of clubs followed by a club ruff
in hand. He then ruffed a small heart in dummy and another club in hand. When the clubs proved to
be dividing 4-3, he simply drew the last trump, crossed to the ace of diamonds, and cashed dummy’s
king of clubs, followed by the 5th (winning) club, discarding his two losing hearts.
Had the clubs been divided badly, say 5-2, then declarer would have had another shot at the contract,
by trying the diamond finesse. But by playing clubs first, declarer gave himself two chances instead of
one.
About the Author:
Jeff Sapire, a top-class bridge-player in his own right, has represented South Africa. He teaches all
levels – beginner, intermediate and advanced. To find out more about his well-structured and
informative lessons, contact him on jeffshirl@telkomsa.net, or call him on 082 551 2526.


PUZZLES
CHESS
Find mate in three moves. White to move.

SUDOKU
Every row, column and 3x3 square has to
contain the numbers 1 to 9 with no repeats.



SID’S QUIZ
by Sid Ismail

How good is your hand evaluation?

Partner opens 1♦ as dealer,
love all. You respond 1♠ then
Partner rebids 1NT (12-14).

Love all again and there are 3 passes to you.

Your plan?

What happened?

What happened?

Room 1: I upped the value of the ♠10 and I
counted an extra point for the great heart suit.

What do you open?

In the one room I ventured 2♣ (nmf) trying to
discover a 5-3 spade fit or a heart fit. Partner
denied both with 2♦. What now?

In the other room the bidding went
1♦ - 1♠
1NT - 4NT (invite)
So… which method above do you prefer, or do
you just shoot for slam after 1NT?
A club lead beats 3NT but it is very difficult to
find. I made 10 tricks without breathing hard.
Room 2:

6NT made, whilst the other room was in 4NT,
making +2.
Swing = 990 – 490 = 500 = 11 IMPs

A much safer contract! Swing?
430 – 140 = 290 = 7 IMPs.

Sid Ismail runs pairs tournaments on BBO every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 14h00. For more
information, contact him on 082 411 9900 or visit www.elsid.co.za.


SOME THOUGHTS ON DEFENSIVE PLAY – PART 1
Researched by Deirdre Ingersent

I think this article is aimed at intermediate level players as to my mind top players give far more
thought to the opening lead than we do. Statistically, one is twice as likely to be a defender than a
declarer.
A sensible approach in deciding what to lead is to establish one’s strategy. Then, deciding which card
in a particular suit to lead should fall into place. Firstly, review the bidding (or lack of bidding), which
should furnish a valuable clue to the road one’s defence should take.
Opening Leads against Suit Contracts
There are four possibilities to consider:
1. Setting up high cards
This is perhaps the most common defensive play. Leading the top of a sequence often sets up
the card or cards below it as potential winning tricks. Leading the king from king, queen, jack
may promote the queen and possibly the jack too as winners. Leading an ace, however, unless
it is partner’s suit, quite often sets up the king, queen etc (and sometime the complete suit) as
tricks for the declarer.
2. Cutting down ruffs
When you have reason to believe that you or your partner have good control of the side suits,
leading trumps may prevent some of your side’s high cards from being ruffed by dummy
and/or declarer. When you get the lead again, continue with the same strategy by leading
trumps again. Listening to the bidding can help you decide whether this tactic will be effective
or not, for example a denial of support in the side suits and a reluctant agreement on the trump
suit by the declarers.
3. Give yourself (or partner) a ruff
Leading from shortness in your partner’s known or implied suit is frequently a safe and
effective lead. It will set up high cards for your partner and has the potential of establishing
ruffs for yourself. A singleton or a doubleton is a sound lead in these circumstances.
However, leading a singleton in the opponent’s suit in the hope of obtaining a ruff, is not
recommended. You could very easily be setting up their whole suit. Good advice is don’t lead a
singleton in opponent’s side suit unless you hold first or second round control of the trump suit
and have a way of reaching partner so they can return the suit you led for a ruff.
Giving partner a ruff? The opponents in their bidding have bid and supported a side suit,
showing an eight card fit. You hold four cards to the ace in that suit. Lead the ace and follow

with another card, giving your partner a ruff. Or if you have 5 cards in opponent’s side suit (no
ace!), lead it and partner will ruff straightaway.
4. Force declarer to ruff
When you have four or more trumps, or have reason to believe partner has such a holding,
forcing declarer to ruff is a good plan. So leading your side’s long and strong suit is the way.
Continue leading it at every opportunity. Once declarer has ruffed twice or more, they may end
up with fewer trumps than you. Now you become master of the hand.
Next month, we’ll discuss part 2 – Opening Leads against No Trump contracts!


IN MEMORIAM – DOUGLAS ETTLINGER
by Tas Nestoridis

Duggie, as he was called, was an advocate for over 50 years,
highly regarded by his peers and the judiciary. He started playing
bridge at a very young age and represented South Africa at the
1980 Olympiad in Valkenburg, The Netherlands with his partner,
the late Bertie Broer. He won the SA Team Championships in
1979, 1981, 1982 and 1984 and the SA Pairs Championships four
times between 1979 and 2001 with four different partners, as
well as playing in the Maccabi Games and the Commonwealth
Games.
He was a lover of all sports but especially cricket, having been
given a book on cricket at his Bar mitzvah. His cricket scoring
activities (whilst at school and later on radio) and his cricket
library were started whilst still at school and together with his brother Lennie, they amassed an
enormous collection of cricket books. The Nicholas Oppenheimer Cricket Library requested Duggie to
always purchase two of the same books, one for each collection.
His passion lay in Test cricket and he visited most of the cricket playing nations as a spectator. Lords
was his favourite ground.
Duggie had a brilliant brain, was an avid reader and could happily discuss and impart his knowledge
on many subjects. I was probably his last serious bridge partner. He was innovative, liked to read and
follow up on the latest bidding methods, and I learned a lot from him.
The older members of the bridge community will recall many “Duggie stories” over the years and I
feel sure that for these he will be fondly remembered.
Arthur Hughes very kindly gave us permission to reprint one of his memories of Duggie, as sent to
James Grant:
My fondest memory of Duggie was playing bridge at Lord’s cricket pavilion at his invitation. He was a
long-time member of the MCC and visited London every year, in those days, for the Lords’ test. It was

interesting to get an inside view of this venerable
institution. The surroundings were wonderful, but the
members wore the most awful ties and their bridge was
terrible.
A gentle and interesting man.


BBO VIDEO
BBO has partnered with a leading video conference company to provide very high-quality video chat
for bridge tournaments.
If the tournament you’re playing has Video Chat active, when your game starts you’ll see a video
component on the BBO screen, with four squares corresponding to the four players at the table, and
a Join button.
You will be able to see and hear the players who have already joined the Video Chat. They will not
see or hear you until you click the Join button.
You can view more instructions on their website here, and can contact tournaments@bridgebase.com
to test it out for yourself free of charge.


PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
CHESS
1. Bishop to E6, Check. (Be6+)
2. Queen to E8, Check. (Qe8+)
3. Pawn to d5, Checkmate. (d5#)

King captures Bishop E6 (Kxe6)
Any



